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1980s to Present – Perfect Storm Driving Change in Industry Dynamics

Technological Change
-Omics (Gen-, Prot- etc)
Recombinant Chemistry
Biotechnology
Gene Therapies 

Regulatory Change
ICH
Bioequivalents
Generics
Cell Based Therapies
Combination Devices

Economic Change
Increased  Competition
Price Controls
Unstable Economies
Emerging Economies

The Perfect Storm to the south of 
Nova Scotia on October 30, 1991
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The development of a  new drug is a lengthy process that is costly and with risks!

1-2 yrs

Discovery/Pre-clinical – very high risk (<1%)!

Phase 1 – 10-20%

Phase II – 30-40%

Phase III – 80%

*From: Tufts Center for the Study of  Drug Development

♠Probability of Compound  Succeeding at 

Specified Stage of Development

Full Development

Pre-ClinicalDiscovery Phase I Phase III
(1st Pivotal)

Phase II Phase III
(2nd Pivotal)

Phase IV
(Commercial)

Regulatory

Review

1-2 yrs 2-3 yrs 3-4 yrs 0.5 to +1 yr

$$$ *$ 0.5 to $3 Billion USD $$$

♠ From:  The 2007 Alladex Drug Development Guidebook
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Don’t waste clean thinking on dirty enzymes

Theophrastus Philippus Aureolus 

Bombastus von Hohenheim

(PRACELSUS)

Theodosius Dobzhansky

Efraim Racker

All substances are poisons; there is none which is not a 

poison. The right dose differentiates a poison and a 

remedy." 

Nothing makes sense except in the light of  

Evolution.

Why we need clinical trials

The reason for Precision 

Medicine and Biomarkers

Why we need Project 

Management 
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“Traditional Trial Design” “Precision Trial Design”

Precision Medicine 

Advantages

 Shorter times to read-out.

 Potential  trial cost savings

 Greater portfolio  value 

realization

 Increased pricing power 

 Perceived innovator 

Disadvantages

 Requires  biomarker indicating 

response to drug

 Competitive advantage to 

follow-on market entrants

 Defines patient segment 

for competitor
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Effect Market Segmentation on Drug Development Strategies

6

Patient Segmentation

Genome/Phenotype

(Biomarker)

Precision / Personalized        

Medicine

Broad Patient Population:

 Drugs directed towards  differing  

sites of action on  common molecular 

pathways

 Drugs directed towards differing 

sites of action   on differing pathways

 “Lifestyle” drugs

 Cell Based /

 Vaccines 

Precision / Personalized Medicine

 Molecular based medicines  

developed and targets based on 

understanding of  population 

genomic variation that either 

directly or indirectly relate to the 

underlying  molecular pathology of 

the disease.
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Patient  is Critical Value Driver: 

$$ Revenue 

Driver  $$

Knowledge 

Creator

 Patient Derived  Communication and Feedback are critical  

Deliverables for the Project Team 
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Biomarker: 1: 1A characteristic that is objectively measured as an indicator of normal

biological processes, pathogenic processes, or a pharmacological response to a therapeutic intervention). 

2: 2“A biological molecule found in blood, other body fluids, or tissues that is a sign of a normal or 

abnormal process, or of a condition or disease.

Biomarker Drug Development 

Application
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 “Gold Standard” 

Biomarker. 

Biomarker for Clinical Application

Precision Medicine

versus

Personalized Medicine

Biomarker

1http://www.biomarkersconsortium.org
2NIH’s National Cancer Institute (NCI) (http://www.cancer.gov/dictionary/?CdrID=45618)
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 “Gold Standard” Biomarker
 Provides validated information on 

patient predisposition, diagnosis, 
treatment and prognosis.

 True “Gold Standard” Biomarkers are 
rare.
- Require use of combination of 

biomarkers to obtain desired 
information regarding predisposition, 
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis. 

Prognosis
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Biomarker Clinical Applications

 Predisposition

 Treatment
 Drug Choice
 Administration 

Sequence
 AE Likelihood

 Diagnosis
 Disease Presence
 Severity

 Prognosis
 Treatment response
 Severity
 Length  of disease state

1http://www.biomarkersconsortium.org
2NIH’s National Cancer Institute (NCI) (http://www.cancer.gov/dictionary/?CdrID=45618)
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The Impact of  Personalize Medicine

 The move towards Precision medicine and  evidenced based medicine  are steps towards 

molecular based medicine  which integrates   genomics / combinatorial chemistry and 

modern informatics toward treatment of disease based on the underlying  pathology and 

genetic polymorphism of the  underlying genes involved in the  molecular pathology.   

 The  overall impact is increasing market segmentation as patient populations are increasingly 

defined and treatment decision are driven by understanding of underlying molecular 

pathology.    The near term effect has been to  increased cost of drug development – larger 

trials as the industry applies the “Block Buster”
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*Source: U.S. FDA, “Paving the Way for Personalized Medicine,” Oct 2013.

FDA approvals with biomarker information in the approved labeling
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Critical Need for Good Project / Program Management Practice

 Required to address added complexity in the development of precision 
medicines, increased efficiencies in early development, and address market 
segmentation 

Biomarkers add complexity to the drug development process  resulting  in 
increased  risk which must be managed. 

The decision to use a biomarker(s) must be made early in development 
process  (potentially during drug candidate selection) and validation for 
intended use continued throughout development. 

project manager must insure the  integrity of the supply of the biomarker 
throughout development and implemented in the development plan for the 
candidate drug accordingly.
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Impact of  Precision Medicine on  Project Management 

RISK is defined as the probability of an occurrence and the severity 

that the occurrence  may have on the intended outcome. 

Regulatory RISK  -

Clinical RISK –

Technical RISK-

Business RISK 

Increases PROJECT RISK and need to  effectively develop RISK 

MITIGATION strategies

*Regulatory Framework still evolving – Two interacting regulatory pathways

Interaction of the  deliverables associated  Biomarker(s)  on the clinical endpoints

Added complexity  deliverables associated tests /reagents required for Biomarker

 Rumiko Shimazawa & Masayuki Ikeda (2015) International differences in companion diagnostic approvals: how 

are we able to manage the differences?, Expert Review of Molecular Diagnostics, 15:2, 157-159, DOI: 

10.1586/14737159.2015.969243

http://dx.doi.org/10.1586/14737159.2015.969243
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Identify: Walls, Risks 
 Wall: A task or deliverable, as defined  or described, represents an 

insurmountable obstacle to the attainment of a critical  project milestone and 
or the successful completion of the project.   
 Walls may have all or one of the following components resulting in their 

being an obstacle.
1. Technical (“Known“ Science and Technology)
2. Fundamental Scientific
3. Regulatory
4. Economic

 Walls  represent an Infinite RISK: RISK is defined as the probability of an 
occurrence and the severity that the occurrence  may have on the intended 
project milestone 

Walls require “Strategic Decisions”:  A  “Strategic Decision”  in a business context  is one 
in which constrained businesses  resources and assets are allocated under conditions of 
uncertain RISK and  probability of desired outcome between alternatives with the goal of 
minimizing RISK and maximizing  the likelihood of attaining the organization’s overall 
business strategy thereby increasing value to stakeholders, shareholders and customers. 
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Critical Caveat- There is no such thing as a “Right of  Wrong”? Decision

 Good Decisions vs. Good Outcomes 

( A priori determination if a decisions is write of wrong is impossible)

 A structured Decision Analysis approach to decision making helps us make good 

decisions, but can’t guarantee good outcomes

 Outcomes are dependent on a future environment of which we can not usually 

predict with certainty. 

 The “Rightness of Wrongness” of the decision is determined only after tactical 

execution in the future environment  and the outcome is determined. 

Decisions do not always lead to desired outcomes.
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Knowledge Management is Critical 

Nitroglycerin

-Knowledge -
a (1) : the fact or condition of knowing something with 

familiarity gained through experience or association (2) 

: acquaintance with or understanding of a science, art, or 

technique

b (1) : the fact or condition of being aware of something (2) 

: the range of one's information or understanding 

<answered to the best of my knowledge>

c : the circumstance or condition of apprehending truth or 

fact through reasoning : cognition

d : the fact or condition of having information or of being 

learned <a person of unusual knowledge>
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Knowledge defines utility and value

“Strategic Decision”  in a business context  is one in which constrained businesses  resources and assets are 
allocated under conditions of uncertain RISK and  probability of desired outcome between alternatives with the 
goal of minimizing RISK and maximizing  the likelihood of attaining the organization’s overall business strategy 
thereby increasing value to stakeholders, shareholders and customers. 
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Strong High Functioning Cross-Functional 
TEAMS and Well Crafted TPP’s, and an 
Effective Strategic Management  and Decision 
Process are ESSSENTIAL to SUCCESS
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The  Key is the  Strategy and  Tactics
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The Project Team needs to plan, follow and help interconnect  all the activities among 

and between the various functions, line management and company leadership 

necessary to drive the project to completion (i.e. commercial launch or abandonment)

 This is not an easy task as most companies involved in drug development  

companies are  Matrix Structured Organizations!

Matrix Structure by its nature:

 Potential for internal conflict between  line functions and Projects

 Complicates  lines of communication

 Potential for the creation of  organizational silos

 Requires planning and strategy to function efficiently

BEST TEAMS  ARE VIEWED & EMPOWERED AS VIRTUAL COMPANIES 

WITHIN A COMPANY
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PROJECT LEADERS / MANAGERS NEED to ADDRESS MAJOR REASONS for 
TEAM INEFFICIENCIES

• Organizational Silos

• Conflict between  project teams and line functions over:

• Strategy

• Priorities

• Assets  & Resources

• Poor communication of members on the project  team 

• Poor communication between the project  team and:

• Key Company leadership

• Functional Line Management

MIT: Center for Biomedical Innovation 2007 Concept Paper

“ Enhancing R & D Productivity “ site Organizational Silos as 

The  primary reason for Project Team / Organization Matrix structure inefficiency with 

Poor Communication as the second leading  reason.
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Well Developed Target Product  Profile  (TPP)  Critical Success Factor  Precision Medicines  

 Developing the Target  Product Profile Should not be a game of throwing darts

 Goal is to throw the  dart only once to hit the  bullseye when developing the TPP

ISSUE

 Easier said than done!
• No uniform definition of TPP
• Often poorly crafted and changed to reflect stage of 

development.
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Eric Walter Theodore Chojnicki, Ph.D., M.B.A , PMP   

Title VP Product Development - Developed and executed a successful clinical and regulatory 

strategy for company’s genetically modified live bacterial vaccine that  successfully moved product 

off of a clinical hold.  Managed technical transfer and outsourcing to CRLs, CROs, and CMOs for 

cGxP performance of production processes, lot release, stability programs, and PK/ADME Tox 

and clinical programs.  Developed processes for manufacture of the live genetically engineered 

bacterial vaccine in bulk  and in a freeze-dried formulated presentation of the  product for 

distribution to the clinic. 

Title Senior Director Life Sciences Consultancy - Life science strategy consultant to pharmaceutical,

biotechnology, and consumer product industry. Served as primary interface with client to define

scope of work performed for client, managed internal projects to insure delivery of defined work,

presented results to client, and consulted as required. Strong focus on oncology immune-

modulating drugs, with emphasis on market analysis and strategy formulation for portfolio

optimization for targeted therapeutics. Additional area of focus in market dynamics analysis and

entry strategy for emerging markets, bio-similar products and vaccines

Title Cross-Functional Team Leadership - of multiple cross-functional teams in both large established

and small pharmaceutical biotechnology companies.

• Team leader of eleven Clinical Indication Teams for an Oncology asset at a large

pharmaceutical company

• Team leader of CMC development team for commercial launch activities for commercial

immunomodulation biologic at a large pharmaceutical company.

• Team lead of “Chinese Wall” technical transfer team for Mab product to third party partner

during close of sale of mid-size biotechnology to larger biotechnology acquirer.

Title Academic Experience – Adjunct Professorships Pharmaceutical Management / Drug

Development.
• Successfully worked with Research Institute to start- up and sell companies based on their technology

• Courses - "Pharmaceutical Industry Structure and Government Regulations", "Pharmaceutical Marketing

and Product Development" , "Management of Research and Technology in the Pharmaceutical-Chemical

Industries" and Pharmaceutical Quality and Supply Chain Management

• Member editorial team contributing author of the “The PMBOK(R) Guide-Fourth Edition & the Standard for

Program Mgmt-Second Edition “

An analytical and globally minded pharmaceutical executive with 

broadly diverse expertise encompassing global product strategy, 

biotechnology, pharmaceutical industries, launch program 

management, and risk management planning.  Possesses a proven 

ability to merge biotechnology expertise, business acumen, and 

financial acuity, with the ability to assess all areas simultaneously in 

order to translate complex science and detailed business and financial 

data into proven development strategies.  Manages the complete 

product lifecycle from concept to launch, with a focus on product 

strategy to drive products to commercial success. 

Key areas of expertise include:

• Program / Project  Management, PMP #:  438286

• Portfolio Optimization & Management

• Commercial Strategy Development

• Leadership Cross-Functional Drug Development Teams 

• Strategic Decision Process & Practice

• Pharmaceutical Supply Chain- Six Sigma Professional 

• Certified Six Sigma Black Belt

Example ExperienceEducation

West Virginia Univ. Ph.D. Genetics

West Virginia Univ. M.S. Genetics

Fairleigh Dickinson Univ. MBA   Pharm Mgmt.

Washington Univ.  School of Law St.  Louis MLS

Washington & Jefferson College B.A. Biology / Chem


